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If you'd like to improve your ability to learn and memorize English grammar principles by as much as

100 percent, 200 percent, even 300 percent (or more) using simple memory techniques that you

can learn in 15-20 minutes (or less), then this may be the most important book that you will ever

listen to. Believe it or not, it doesn't matter if you have a good memory or not. The information in this

book will teach you:Why memory is like a bicycle everyone can ride (with some minor personal

adjustments).The real reason why no one should ever be squeamish about memorization or

learning a language.Why and how some of the most famous memory skills are applicable to

learning any language, especially English.How you can create a focused Memory Palace system for

memorizing English grammar rules.Unique techniques that will have you literally "tuning in" on the

English language.How to approach English grammar concepts in the most effective manner for

memorization.Two secret ways you can use relaxation to aid the memorization process. These two

methods alone are worth the price of this book because they will literally eliminate the stress and

apprehension you face as you struggle to learn English vocabulary. (After reading this book, you'll

never struggle again).And much, much more ...These techniques have been used by real language

learners, most of whom previously considered themselves owners of a "bad memory" to make real

strides in learning English. Don't worry! None of these techniques are rocket science. Frankly, if you

can memorize a short email address or the name of a movie, then you can use this system to

memorize a language as rich and diverse as English. Plus, everything you'll learn in this book

applies to any other language you might choose to learn.
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As somebody who writes a lot every day I am amazed how new questions related to grammar pop

into my head very often. So I was pleased to find out about this book.The real focus of the book is

on memory; specifically memory tips for remembering English grammar rules. As somebody who

writes in English regularly I found it interesting to read, while it was also useful for me to consider

how I could apply rules to other areas. For example, I speak Spanish, so it was interesting to reflect

on the cross over.To give you an insight into the book, early on there is a grammar â€˜equationâ€™

that is referred to at various points in the book that I liked. There are also worksheets that

accompany the book â€“ again another nice feature.I would recommend this book to people learning

the rules of English grammar, learning English, or even a different language. The guidance can be

applied to other areas of learning in my view.

Just finished this book and I must say, it's everything as promised!If you really want to learn all the

grammar rules for English, I encourage you to get a copy of this book. Anthony Metivier leaves no

stone unturned!The book in itself is well worth the investment and I especially liked the free surprise

gift inside. In addition to a great book for learning these English grammar rules, I was able to

download Magnetic Memory worksheets to speed up my progress!Great work Anthony!Bob Pardue

Initially I was a bit skeptical about my own memorization abilities because I routinely forget my car

keys, wife's anniversary and kids' names ;-)But after reading this book - and the incredibly simple

memorization process that the authors teach - I'm a believer in my new found recall abilities. The

authors use a concept called "Memory Palaces" to describe the innate, mental imprinting ability that

all of us possess in our minds regarding physical spaces and places. Without giving too much of the

book away, those embedded mental images are associated with new information (in this book it's

unwieldy English grammar rules) which links the "new" info with the existing "familiar" mental

image.That familial linkage is the key to the instant retrieval of the new information. There are a few

other important steps in the process but that's the gist of it. Honestly, it's a unique solution to an age

old issue of a faulty memory. I'm convinced that I can use this system to help me remember nearly

anything beyond grammar rules.Additionally, the authors provide useful examples and links to free

downloadable worksheets to help you cement the new grammar knowledge permanently within your

noggin.This system makes memorization fun - it's almost like a mental game.Even if you don't care



about learning the difference between past and present perfect verb tenses, get this book - the

memory process itself is worth it!

I recently worked on a project that involved a really staggering amount of writing - 40,000 words.

The project was very important to my client and it was essential that I get it right, including the

grammar. In the proofing stage, I realized that I'd forgotten some very basic grammar rules. The

dreaded who versus whom raised its head. Split infinitives made an appearance.As a professional

writer, this was annoying. More annoying, I had to look up the who-whom rules not once, but several

times.Then someone passed on this book to me.Anyone who has ever had a great teacher knows

there is a moment when everything he or she is attempting to communicate becomes crystal clear.

This moment occurred relatively early in the book when the authors recount a story about

Simonides of Ceos who performed an extraordinary feat of memory. The authors described the

incident and then analyzed the story using their method.Bingo.I won't describe the method. The

authors do this very well on their own. I will say the usefulness of this book goes well beyond its

intended audience. And, I'd add that the authors do deliver on their promise. This method works

splendidly.
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